
enduring, and so we retreated to the trail to follow it along in hopes that we'd find
some other target. The trail led US past a lake, which was surrounded by backpackers'
tents. It was nine or ten in the morning, and we had walked and sweated for mile,
and here were people at this beautiful lake just awakening to a flawless sky and
welcomed morning warmth. I stumbled along the path, facing X's broad back and
dirty neck. By the shore of the lake, a young woman in a bathing suit or something
looking like that was stretching in the sunshine. r had a suspicion that trying to kill
myself on some hunk of rock might be a waste of time. That's the start of the Club
Syndrome for you-normal, humane feelings beginning to offset the drive to climb.

Thus mountaineering, because of its own evolutionary tendencies, is dominated
by two extreme groups, the monstrous climbing supermen and the dull,
overinstitutionalized victims of the Club Syndrome. There is less and less room in
mountaineering for balanced individuals, who become-alienated from such a world,
and, since most people are balanced individuals, mountaineering decreases in
popularity.

The future of mountaineering would seem to hold the following: (J) a much less
crowded climbing scene overall, yet (2) great crowding at particular sites, as a larger
percentage of climbers surviving use a smaller number of available sites; (3) the
decline in public interest in climbing, as the sport's practitioners alienate others with
their stodgy or vicious attitudes; (4) mountaineering equipment will become more
difficult to obtain, for reasons of a declining market. In sum, mountaineering will
return to a condition akin to that before J960: an aberrant, unknown sport, practised
by those who are not quite all there.

Note
Reproduced from OJ! Belay 10/1979 by kind permission of the Editor.

JWhatever happened to
mountaineering?'

Kevin FitzGerald

When the Editor ofthisJournal demanded from me an expanded Note or short es ay,
with the above title, he expected I think something a trifle different from that which,
(with his permission), will follow. I fear he has expected a light heartedJeremiad, (if
the author of 'The Lamentation' was ever light hearted), in which the beatings of
elderly breasts and the wailings ofcracked voices might be heard between the lines. It
is true that like all old codgers, I KNOW that everything, everywhere, was much
better 'forty, fifty, sixty years ago', but, when I am in that mood, I remind myself that
before Eve was Lilith, and that before Mr. ... , but let's not go into all that.

A mere 110 years ago there was a member of the Alpine Club who in thisJournal
scoffed at the almost sacred name of Ball, laughed at the idea of sheer precipices and
unplumbable abysses, and more than hinted that there might be timid climbers living
who dreaded the possibility of dragons on mountain tops. But it wa not to be long
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after Mr Gotch before the cliffs ofLliwedd were faced without the help of 'our trusty
axes', and that early pioneer of the Meije had only been in Paradise for a century
when Mr A. D. M. Cox observed in a classic piece 'that some of the precipices of the
early climbers are still considered quite steep slopes'

The day before I began drafting this 'expanded Note', this 'short essay', my wife,
with me unwillingly by her side, was buying soap in a rather upstage chemist's shop.
'That brand has become awfully expensive', said the pretty young assistant, 'but at
least it keeps its shape'. It struck me at once that much of my task was over;
mountaineering has certainly become expensive, but the brand on the mountaineer
has not changed to any marked extent, and thus the whole activity 'keeps it shape'.

It might be timely at this point to offer a word or two of explanation about my
appearance in the improbable role of Commentator on the mountaineering scene.
Well, just as Lord Macaulay undertook, should every copy be lost in some cataclysm,
to replace' Paradise Lost' from memory, I could make a modest attempt at replacing
the first few volumes of this Journal, Lord Hunt's Ascent of Everest, and O.G. J ones
Rock Climbing in the English Lake District. I have at least spoken, I think, to all the great
British climbers of my time, and many of them are personal friends. And for over 35
years I have not only 'lived in Arcadia', but have known that I was so living and have
delighted in every moment. Finally, it might be worth reminding any reader that the
great classical work dealing with bravery on the.field of battle, The Red Badge of

Courage, was written by a man who had never heard a shot fired at all, let alone in
anger. Nor had he faced the horrors of being adrift on a vast and lonely ocean but he
wrote that wonderful short story The Boat. It would not occur to me to speak for

mountaineers, that would be ridiculous, but I think I know enough to speak and write
about them, and it would be absurd to attempt an answer to the question, 'Whatever
happened to Mountaineering' without first taking a look at those who, like Mrs
Gamp, 'indulge themselves when so disposed'.

The year before last Mr John Morris, then the last survivor of the Everest
Reconnaissance of 1921, said to me during a concert interval, 'We were in no sense
mountaineers; we thought of ourselves as mountain travellers', but that kind of
genuine modesty is out of fashion and there will be young world-class mountaineers
today who have never even heard of that one time Gurkha officer and former
Controller of the Old Third Programme. In the main a climbing 'generation' has an
active life of about 6 or 7 years and, also in the main, a very short memory. Quite
recently I read an advertisement which referred to 'Sir Edmund Hillary's party on
Everest' and I realized through how many climbing generations I have already lived
and how swiftly are embalmed the old forgotten far off things.

Despite all that it must be remembered that the early mountaineer differed not one
whit from the young 'hard men' of today. They too were covetous for peaks, for
'impossible' rock routes; they too were eager to be 'chosen', they too were tough, fit,
and jealous men. Many 'generations' of them are still with us living 'quiet and holy
lives', not minding at all that in the eyes of a few of today's young adventurers they
were 'walkers uphill', (they were indeed), lacked technique, (they are sure they did),
were ill-equipped, (they certainly were), and that, 'after all, they did nothing very
much'. They never claimed it; they mostly wrote, if at all, of turnings back, of
failures. They always knew that 'someone would do it some day' and that day came,
that day always comes. Even the summit of the 'great impossible mountain' has been
trodden by nearly 40 men and women sinceJohn Hunt put 4 men high enough to go
for the top and win it. So the.mountaineers are all right, they haven't changed at all.
What of mountaineering?
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Yes, that has changed. In the beginning there were rich young men, some of them
not all that young, who for money were guided to their peaks by agile and
knowledgeable local peasantry. Quite soon a 'mystique' developed around this
relationship but it was essentially a relationship of Master and Man, albeit much
more that of Mr Pickwick with Mr Samuel Weller, (who could sit and chat with his
master), than of the late Lord Curzon with his Butler, (' H is Lordship's a bit difficult
this morning, 'ir, sitting up in his pink bed and crying'). These pioneers were
followed as the years went past by fresh groups of young men who, to the dismay and
vigorously expressed disapproval of their forerunners, preferred to 'do things by
themselves'. in turn, and over a much longer period, these men toO, gave way in the
tOP ranks to what we have IOday, the professional' lead climber" -the later 'guides'
had already become precisely that-sponsored. televised, paid for his lectures; his
book, or books, commissioned before he leaves home. But these sociological changes
have not altered the climber as such. He is the same man as of old, as hot, blooded as
Mummery, or as cold-blooded as Sir Edward Davidson. He is, in his own way, as
'snobbish' as Strutt, and as knowledgeable and dedicated as Freshfield. He is
possibly a better map reader and almost certainly possesses a better eye for a route
than any of them.

Money, of course spoils everything, but when did it not? In the Golden Age the
leading climbers, (most of them), had money 'as of right' and were not backward in
sneering at 'Tourists' who were spending 'wage' on poking about lower slopes
carrying 'alpenstOcks' wreathed in silver bands engraved 'Zermatt', 'Grindelwald',
'Chamonix'. For those early Great Ones, cannons were fired offin the villages as they
were seen waving their flags and dancing on their hardly and perilously gained
summits. But also for them hotel bedrooms were warmed, and porters engaged 10

carry the drinks, firewood and extra blankets. Quite soon the new generations of
young, reckless, dangerous, 'guideless' men would be having none of that. They
would still be 'well-tO-do' and could afford to wait about during their university Long
Vacations for days or even weeks if necessary for the right conditions. But they
carried their own food and equipmem and were reasonably prepared if things went
wrong.

It seems now that almost overnight the entire Alpine scene changed completely,
young men ofevery nationality swarming intO the mountains and performing almost
incredible feats. It was suddenly apparem that in every country and in all grades of
society there were a great many young men and women with a Natural Bem for
climbing. They might well be happily unaware that artifex and opifex, 'common are
to either sex', they might be quite unable to gasp out a few lines ofGreek verse as they
watched a great boulder crashing down the mountainside, and they were, horrible
scnptu, often to be seen in high places, and in high summer, clad in shorts. But
nevertheless 5 years after the War of J939/4-5 hard climbing had become an Activity
of the People.

How interesting it is to recall those first post-war voung men emerging from Youth
Hostels swathed in the new Nylon ropes and with pitOn hammers swinging from long
cords. And now those same young men sit grizzled and aghast at the spectacle of a
new generation, tOtally weatherproof, striding to their objectives with hundreds of
poundsworth of metallic equipmem jangling from 5in leather waistbands, shrouded
in Kernmantel ropes, a satchel of powdered chalk boldly displayed. Yet still these
newest of new men are exactly the same as their predecessor's. M I' Ball would find it
easier to talk to anyone of them than he would to a modern non-climbing commuter
on the 7.26, and so would that stern perfectionist Mr C. E. Mathews. And so tOO, of
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course, would Messrs Freshfield, Strutt, (yes, he would), Slingsby, Winthrop Young,
and all the great company of climbers no longer with us. And as there is nothing the
matter with the present day' Lead Climber', the equal of any who have gone before
him and the master of most, there cannot be much seriously wrong with
mountaineering. That obsessional pastime will continue as it has always done,
waxing, waning, rising yet again. There must surely come a time, and perhaps rather
sooner than most people expect, in which high, dangerous climbing by expeditions,
or for television, will lose its publicity appeal for sponsors and entertainment
arrangers and we shall again enter an era of private and individual climbing.

There remains the 'placing' of rock-climbing in all this. That, as a separate sport,
has most certainly moved away from mountaineering proper. The early
mountaineers, Alpinists almost to a man, used today's great British climbing
grounds as training areas and indeed as late as the 80s and 90s oflast century frowned
on the formation of such revolutionary bodies as the Climbers' Club, 'a climbers'
club for chimney sweeps' as it was branded by one mountain poet, or perhaps
versifier.

The late Wilfrid Noyce never climbed a rock route without going on to the top of
the hill or mountain or even outcrop on which it occurred. That sort ofpractice is now
completely out of date, all the' Extreme' routes being isolated problems unrelated to
mountains, or even the mountain on which they are found. A considerable body of
top class rock climbers has never been on the top of anything, and would consider
walking up a mountain for the sake ofdoing so a real waste of valuable climbing time.
Yet they toO, apart from their somewhat bizarre prose style and their all too frequent
use of sexual adjectives in describing the emotions of crisi , are of the brotherhood,
and some of them have written superbly of the 'risk' business in which they find
catharsis. So be it.

Nothing has really changed. Mr Perrin, one of the most important and interesting
of present day mountain writers, thinks that' perhaps we have lost something of the
prelapsarian magic', and Mr Mike Thompson has wondered in print whether he 'got
something useful' out of his Everest climbing. Yes, he did. He got comfort for all of us
who cannot tread in his footsteps, and he knows how to convey it to us. And Mr
Perrin, too, with his splendid evocation of those golden days in which Lets Go Climbing
lit a torch which will never be put out. After all the J 7th Century painters, (and
climbers are more like painters in temperament than other breeds of men), knew that
they were all going to Heaven even though Van Dyck would have to be of their
company. Browning knew that 'a man's reach should exceed his grasp, or what's a
Heaven for'. And in those Amaranthine Fields when they reach them, while afar off
lions are lying down with lambs, the hard climbing men of all the known times will
have gathered themselves together and will be looking at Rosseui's Blessed Damozel
as she lean out over the gold bar of Heaven, 'So high that looking downwards thence
she scarce could see the Sun'. Being climbers they will be interested in her for herself,
the stars in her hair, the lilies in her hand, but all their eyes and hopes will be on that
tremendous pitch from the top of which she is looking down. From what a glorious
company they will be able to select companions for the climb.
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